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To make effective use of the growing host of complete genome sequences, biologists must have easy-to-use software tools that allow them
to visualize, analyze, and modify genome data in an interactive and generalized manner. In an effort to bridge the gap between genome and
researcher, we have created GenePalette (www.genepalette.org), a desktop application that can access any genome sequence and display the
positions of various features [e.g., transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs)] relative to the introns and exons of annotated genes. Written in
Java, GenePalette can run on all Java-supporting operating systems (Mac, PC, Unix, Linux). Annotated sequence encompassing the majority
of public genome data is rapidly retrieved from GenBank or Ensembl. The software provides intuitive access to the selected genomic region
through three interface components: a colorful graphical display showing a schematic of genes and features; an annotated sequence view in
which features and genes are highlighted directly on the sequence; and the selectable raw sequence. The three interface components are fully
integrated and presented on one page, permitting the user to move easily between representations at different levels of resolution, ranging
from kilobases to individual nucleotides. GenePalette is a particularly powerful platform for analyzing the organization of cis-regulatory
elements and designing wet-lab experiments to investigate them.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Desktop application; GenBank; Sequence retrieval; Genome sequence; Genome annotation; Sequence analysis; cis-regulatory; Transcription factor;
Binding sites
Introduction provide a sufficiently rich interactive user experience (Lor-The purpose of complete genome sequencing is to
accelerate understanding and experimental discovery in
biology and biomedicine. Ideally, these powerful sequence
resources should be placed as rapidly as possible into the
hands of all biologists (Collins et al., 2003). Achieving this
goal requires publicly available tools that allow genome
data to be accessed in a way that requires little or no
computational knowledge. Furthermore, these access tools
should lend themselves to the efficient design of ‘‘wet-lab’’
experiments.
Several genome browsers exist as web-based environ-
ments (Birney et al., 2004; Karolchik et al., 2003), yet there
is the sentiment that these static web interfaces do not0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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jposakony@ucsd.edu (J.W. Posakony).aine and Helt, 2002). The web interface is an indispensable
data source for housing and presenting the latest information
about a genomic region, but lacks the key components
required for effective experimental design. Frequently, one
wants to view the positions of user-defined features [e.g.,
transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs)] in the context of
gene annotations. It is also common to want to design
primers or a cloning strategy based on the positions of these
features. When an experiment is designed in this way, it is
crucial to be able to revisit the region of interest to ask new
questions about the existing design or about additional
features.
As an alternative to web interfaces, desktop application
tools have several advantages. Users can save their work
and return to the saved state. Files saved from a properly
designed universal application can be shared between col-
laborators to communicate the most recent view of a
project’s progress. It is simple to implement desktop appli-
cations without having to create permanent and complicated
server–client interactions. As noted above, applications
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operations yield immediate results.
We have designed a universal desktop application called
GenePalette that crosses both platform and organism bound-
aries to bring feature-oriented genome sequence manipula-
tion to all flavors of biologist. Implemented in Java,
GenePalette has been successfully ported to all major
operating systems (Mac, PC, Linux, Unix). The program
can be freely downloaded by academic and nonprofit users
through our website (www.genepalette.org), and is installed
by a user-friendly installation program. Via access to Gen-
Bank, GenePalette can retrieve sequence and annotation
from any deposited genome. Through its intuitive, single-
window interface, GenePalette provides the core set of
sequence analysis, experimental design, and graphical out-
put functions needed by biologists to frame questions about
a given genome segment. It is a particularly effective and
efficient tool for examining the disposition of cis-regulatory
elements in genomic DNA, and for planning and modifying
experiments based on the results.Materials and methods
GenePalette was written with the Java JDK version 1.3.1
on a Macintosh G4 running OSX version 10.2.6. The
software was packaged into platform-specific installers
using InstallAnywhere 5.5.1 Now! (Zero G).
The software is freely available to academic and non-
profit users through the website http://www.genepalette.org/.
For new users, the website provides access to both a Quick
Reference guide and a more detailed User’s Manual, both in
Portable Document Format. Commercial users may go to
http://invent.ucsd.edu/ for information on purchasing a li-
cense for GenePalette.Results
Sequence access via GenBank
When designing a data import system for GenePalette,
we wanted the software to support the genome sequences of
as many organisms as possible, to cater to the broadest array
of biological scientists. Moreover, we envisioned that any
sequence access capability should be easy to use—one
should not have to remember a genomic location, or go
through too many steps to load the sequence of the desired
genomic region. GenBank (Benson et al., 2004) provides a
simple and relatively uniform interface to genome sequence
annotation data through the GenBank Flat File. GenBank
holds nearly all of the sequenced genomes available in the
public arena, including human, mouse, fly, mosquito, worm,
Arabidopsis, and over a hundred microbial genomes. Within
a genome sequence’s GenBank Flat File, information about
gene annotation is stored in a uniform manner. Sequences inGenBank can be accessed quickly using the EUtilities suite
of programs to download dynamically only the subregion of
sequence desired. An added benefit of GenBank as a source
of data is that all GenBank records are indexed in the Entrez
system (Wheeler et al., 2004) by gene name, such that an
Entrez query containing a gene symbol will locate genomic
regions containing the given gene.
To access a genome sequence segment in GenePalette,
the user completes three simple interface-prompted steps
(Fig. 1). (1) To initiate the data-access process, the user
types an Entrez query (in most cases a gene symbol) into a
dialog box. The query is then submitted to the Entrez web
server, and a list of sequence records that match the query
are returned. (2) Next, the user selects a sequence of interest,
usually a genomic DNA contig, and the genes annotated in
the sequence’s GenBank record are then loaded into a gene
selection dialog. (3) The user is subsequently prompted to
select genes to import, defining the segment that will be
downloaded. When all three steps are complete, the desired
sequence segment is retrieved from GenBank using the
Entrez EUtilities package.
As an alternative to sequence access via GenBank,
GenePalette supports the import of GenBank Flat Files from
external sources. Many programs and websites, including
Ensembl and the NCBI MapViewer, can export annotation
data in the form of a GenBank Flat File. Using this option,
the user pastes a flat file from the external source into a
dialog box to load the external data.
The GenePalette interface
When a user is inspecting and manipulating a genome
sequence segment, there are several desirable perspectives.
At the large scale, the user will want to see how her gene or
feature fits into the overall landscape of surrounding genes.
At this scale, it should be straightforward to measure dis-
tances and to access features of interest. Furthermore, from
this type of view, it should be easy to move to the other views
provided by the interface. At a smaller scale, it is important to
be able to see how individual genes and features are disposed
on the sequence at single-nucleotide resolution. This scale
would allow one to view the sequence surrounding a TFBS,
for example, or to inspect an exon splice junction. Finally, for
the purpose of input to other applications, the capacity to view
and select the sequence itself is essential.
In theGenePalette interface, we have combined these three
perspectives to create a highly integrated single-window
environment (Fig. 2).Multiple loaded sequences aremanaged
independently in their own windows, such that there is no
confusion as to which window belongs to what sequence. At
the top of the window is a selectable version of the raw
sequence (‘‘Sequence View’’; Fig. 2).Within this component,
information about the current selection (length and sequence
coordinates) is reported. Beneath the Sequence View is a
‘‘Markup View’’ where both genes and user-defined features
are highlighted directly on the double-stranded sequence. In
Fig. 1. Accessing sequence data in GenBank using GenePalette. The user enters an Entrez keyword query (e.g., a gene symbol) into GenePalette (Step 1), the
query is sent to the Entrez system at NCBI, and the results are retrieved (center left). The desired sequence record is selected (Step 2, ‘‘Select’’ check box), and
the annotated genes associated with that sequence segment are loaded and presented in a table (center right) which allows the user to choose which gene
sequences to import into GenePalette (Step 3, ‘‘Include’’ check boxes). Optionally, the user can modify the amounts of upstream and downstream flanking
sequence to be loaded (Step 4; the default values are the full distances to the adjacent genes).
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sequence (Fig. 2), and exons are displayed by color-coding
the corresponding bases (Fig. 3, Markup View, left). Below
the Markup View is a component that displays the genome
segment schematically (Fig. 2, Graphical View). Finally, at
the bottom of themainwindow are panels containing tables of
data pertaining to annotated genes (left) and added sequence
features (right). The table panel for each transcript or feature
is accessed by a selectable drop-box (Fig. 2).
The major visual component of the GenePalette window is
the Graphical View. The scale of this view ranges from 1 bp
per pixel to 100 bp per pixel and is controlled instantaneously
by a slider button (compare the scale of Graphical Views in
Figs. 2 and 3). Sequence regions that lie outside the Graphical
View panel at the current scale may be rapidly browsed or
accessed via a scroll bar at the base of the panel (Figs. 2 and3). The Graphical View depicts genes as connected boxes
(illustrating exons and splicing patterns), with an arrow at the
transcription start site to indicate the direction of transcrip-
tion. Overlapping genes or transcript variants are arrayed
vertically as seen in Figs. 2 and 3. User-defined features can
be represented in the Graphical View either as colored shapes
or as textual symbols that appear on the end of short lines
perpendicular to the line that symbolizes the DNA. Features
above the DNA line are on the top strand; features below are
on the bottom strand (Figs. 2 and 3).
The graphical view is integrated with all components of the
interface
The schematic representation in the Graphical View serves
as a nexus for accessing the finer details of a genome
Fig. 2. The GenePalette interface provides three perspectives of a genome sequence segment in a single window. The Sequence View (top; see brackets at right)
allows the user to select and copy the entirety or a subset of the raw sequence. In the Markup View, genes and user-defined features are highlighted directly on
the sequence, providing explicit information about the arrangement of these elements at single-nucleotide resolution. The Graphical View presents a detailed
diagrammatic representation of a sequence region, showing both genes and added sequence features. Separate tables at the bottom of the window (Data View)
contain information, respectively, about genes (including transcript variants; Transcript Data) and features (Feature Data), and also permit the user to control the
appearance of these elements in the Graphical View.
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displaywill elicit a response from the other components of the
interface (Fig. 3). Clicking an exon in the Graphical Viewwill
cause the sequence to be selected in the Sequence View (Fig.
3, solid blue arrow and blue-shaded bases). This selection is
convenient because it reports the exact details of the selected
sequence, including length, and allows the user to copy the
exon’s sequence rapidly. Clicking an exon also brings up the
table for the transcript containing the exon in the Transcript
Data panel (Fig. 3, dashed blue arrow), highlighting the row
for that exon in the table. Finally, clicking on an exon causes
the exon to be outlined in red in the Graphical View (Fig. 3).Another action available from the Graphical View is
making a graphical selection by dragging a box over part of
the sequence schematic. When a box is dragged in the
Graphical View (Fig. 3, black outline), the sequence
corresponding to the boxed region is selected in the
Sequence View (Fig. 3, solid red arrow), and the length
and other information about this selection is updated.
Another effect of box-dragging is that the sequence region
contained in the box is displayed in the Markup View (Fig.
3, dashed red arrow). Box-dragging is a useful operation
for quickly determining the distance (shown above the
Sequence View) between two elements in the Graphical
Fig. 3. Integration of the Graphical View with other interface components. There are three major ways that an operation in the Graphical View will elicit a
response in the other components of the GenePalette interface. Clicking on an exon in the Graphical View (dashed blue box, left) causes the sequence of that
exon to be selected in the Sequence View (solid blue arrow and blue-shaded bases); information about the selected sequence (length, etc.) is automatically
updated above the Sequence View; and the row for the selected exon is highlighted (blue) in the Transcript Data table (dashed blue arrow). Dragging out a box
(black outline) over part of the sequence schematic in the Graphical View (dashed red box, middle) causes the sequence corresponding to the boxed region to
be selected in the Sequence View (solid red arrow and blue-shaded bases). The boxed region is also displayed in the Markup View (dashed red arrow), where
exons and features are depicted on the double-stranded sequence. In the boxed selection shown, part of the first exon of the Su(H) gene is denoted in the
Markup View by the green-colored text on the top strand. Clicking on a feature in the Graphical View (dashed green box, right) causes a vertical red marker
arrow to appear directly underneath the feature; 50 bp upstream and downstream of the feature is displayed in the Markup View (solid green arrow); and the
row for that feature is highlighted in the Feature Data table (dashed green arrow).
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features in the sequence (Markup View), or for copying a
sequence stretch containing interesting features for input
into other programs.
A third action performed from the Graphical View is
clicking on a feature (Fig. 3, green arrows). When a feature
is clicked, a vertical red marker arrow is positioned directly
underneath the clicked feature in the Graphical View. The
click also invokes the production of a Markup View (Fig. 3,solid green arrow), highlighting the clicked feature and any
other features 50 bp upstream and downstream of the
feature. Lastly, a feature click causes the table for that
feature to be visible in the Feature Data panel (Fig. 3,
dashed green arrow), and the row for that feature to be
highlighted. This operation is thus extremely useful for
inspecting individual features and their context in the se-
quence, and for gaining access to the components that
modify a feature’s appearance (Feature Data panel).
opmental Biology 271 (2004) 431–438Connections between other components of the interface
Although the Graphical View is the most interconnected
view, every component of a GenePalette window elicits a
response in one or more of the other components of the
interface (Fig. 4). Selections in the Sequence View are
depicted schematically by a box in the Graphical View.
Each base in the Markup View can be clicked, causing that
base to be selected in the Sequence View, and also reposi-
tioning the red marker arrow in the Graphical View. As
individual exons or features in the Transcript/Feature Data
tables are clicked, their positions are represented schemat-
ically in the Graphical View. This high level of connectivity
improves the overall efficiency of inspecting a sequence
segment and designing experiments based on its current
annotation.
Searching for and displaying specific features in the
sequence
A key motivation for the design of GenePalette was to
give investigators the ability to interact more deeply with a
genome segment through the visualization of personalized
features within the sequence. A major need for many
researchers is to know where predicted TFBSs lie in the
region around their favorite genes; others are constantly in
need of an easy way to design primer pairs to amplify
genomic DNA segments; still others must routinely visualize
the locations of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
genomic regions of interest.
The predominant type of feature search performed in
GenePalette makes use of consensus sequences written in
the IUPAC code. The sequence(s) defining the consensus
and the name of the feature are input into a dialog box, and
all matches found in the sequence are reported both in the
Graphical View and in a Feature Data table (Figs. 2 and 3).
M. Rebeiz, J.W. Posakony / Devel436Fig. 4. Interconnectivity of GenePalette interface components. Each box
represents a component of the interface. Arrows point from the component
that initiates an interface action to the component in which a response can
be elicited.For example, the Graphical Views in Figs. 2 and 3 display
the location of high-affinity binding sites for the Drosophila
transcription factor Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)] in the
region surrounding the Suppressor of Hairless gene (Barolo
et al., 2000).
For any application of the feature search capability, it
may be highly desirable to store large numbers of consensus
sequences for repeated searching on a routine basis. Gene-
Palette supports stored feature libraries for this purpose.
Multiple feature libraries can be loaded at the same time,
and GenePalette provides menu-driven support for manip-
ulating them. In keeping with the Java philosophy, libraries
are completely portable from one platform to another.
GenePalette comes equipped with a standard library of
approximately 200 restriction enzyme sites.
Sequence manipulation and modification features of
GenePalette
In addition to the core graphical interface and feature
searching functions, GenePalette supports many menu-driv-
en operations to aid in the manipulation and modification of
a loaded sequence: (1) sequences can be trimmed and
reverse complemented; (2) menu options are provided for
extracting spliced cDNA sequences from an annotated
genomic DNA segment containing one or more transcripts;
(3) alternatively, selected sequence regions can be masked
with N’s based on their coding or noncoding content; (4)
annotated transcripts can be modified in a special editor
dialog box, permitting the user to incorporate new, unpub-
lished data on gene structure (transcription start sites, exon/
intron boundaries, etc.). Collectively, these options expand
the convenience and versatility of sequence access and
visualization in GenePalette.
Local access to stored sequence collections
Although remote access to GenBank through Entrez is
dynamic, and gives access to the most up-to-date sequence
and annotation information, there are several benefits asso-
ciated with accessing a genome sequence locally. Not only
does it save the time needed to download information from
GenBank; it also gives the user nearly complete access to a
genome sequence when working off-line. GenePalette
implements an effective system for local access, providing
pre-assembled whole genome collections for many model
organisms at the GenePalette website (www.genepalette.
org). Within the program, the user can make his own
collections by interactively downloading multiple sequences
through Entrez.
Once a collection of sequences is established on the
user’s system, the sequence can be accessed in two ways.
First, local sequences are transparently accessed in the
normal Entrez query process described above (see Fig. 1).
When a query is entered, it is sent to the Entrez server at the
National Library of Medicine. Query matches are returned
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entries is in turn matched against an index of local sequen-
ces. If a sequence is available locally, this information is
conveyed in the second column of the sequence selection
dialog (‘‘Source’’, Fig. 1), which changes from ‘‘Remote’’
to ‘‘Local’’. If a ‘‘Local’’ sequence is selected by the user,
the local copy is accessed to retrieve the list of contained
genes, instead of the sequence being downloaded. After a
sequence segment is selected, the sequence is loaded from
disk into GenePalette. Under this system, the only internet
usage by the software is the initial Entrez query, allowing
the user to take full advantage of the search capabilities of
the Entrez system.
Just as importantly, a local sequence collection permits
access to sequence data in a manner that is completely
independent of an internet connection (e.g., while on an
airplane). Under this second system, the user must know the
symbol for the gene she wants to browse, as it appears in
GenBank. GenePalette first indexes all genes contained in
the local sequence collection and then cross-references the
desired symbol against this index. When the symbol is
found, the user can select genes from the local copy of
the data record that contains the symbol. Although this
method does require some knowledge of gene nomencla-
ture, it gives the fullest possible access to sequence data
without connecting to a remote database.
Image output options
When investigating a particular gene or genome segment,
it is often desirable to create schematic images of the region,
drawn to scale, for the purposes of presentation or publica-
tion. Many programs have the ability to export graphical
outputs, but it is often the case that these outputs are static
images that nevertheless require further doctoring to achieve
presentation quality. In addition to static GIF outputs of the
Graphical and Markup Views, GenePalette can also export
the contents of these views in Postscript format. The
Postscript outputs can be manipulated in graphical packages
such as Adobe Illustrator, such that every element of the
output can be modified by the user. Thus, GenePalette’s
graphical output capabilities are versatile, permitting the
user to create customized printouts, posters, presentations,
and even journal figures.Discussion
A user-friendly platform for investigating cis-regulatory
elements
The guiding motivation in our development of GenePa-
lette was to make feature-oriented genome sequence visu-
alization accessible to all biologists. To create a truly
interactive environment, it was decided that a desktop
application would provide the closest and most responsiveinterface between sequence and user. We selected Java to
make GenePalette functional on all of the most common
computing platforms. Combining these ambitions, we have
created an easily installed desktop tool that gives access to
all publicly available genome sequences through an intuitive
user interface. The applicability of the software to any
genome allows users to investigate genomic regions from
diverse species at an unprecedented level of continuity. No
longer must users learn the in’s and out’s of three different
genome browsers to study intron placement or the positions
of TFBSs in C. elegans, M. musculus, and D. melanogaster.
Although GenePalette has many functions useful for
general genome browsing, the principal rationale underlying
the software was the creation of a platform for the rapid and
efficient investigation of cis-regulatory linkages. To do this,
GenePalette supports user-defined feature searches and the
storage of feature lists in libraries. At this time, GenePalette
is not packaged with a database of TFBSs, yet with the
portability of GenePalette libraries, we envision that our
website could serve as a central resource to mediate the
sharing of TFBS consensus sequences between participating
members of the community. For many purposes, a binding
specificity defined by an expert investigator is preferable to
one taken from a TFBS data warehouse such as TRANS-
FAC (Matys et al., 2003). A GenePalette library composed
of such expertly assembled binding site data would repre-
sent a very valuable general resource, and we encourage
users to contribute.
Sequence access based on GenBank
When selecting a data source for GenePalette, we fo-
cused on GenBank because of its searchable interface and
broad collection of genome sequences. To cover as many
applications of the software as possible, we have also
incorporated a system for importing external GenBank Flat
Files, adding the capacity to use annotations from several
other data sources, including Ensembl (Birney et al., 2004).
The Distributed Annotation System (DAS) (Dowell et al.,
2001) also provides a generalized method of access to
genome annotation data. The major advantage of DAS is
its controlled vocabulary, ensuring that the syntax will al-
ways be compatible with a given annotation parser. How-
ever, this strength is outweighed by the inability to search a
DAS server by gene symbol. To make effective use of a
DAS browser, one must either know the exact location of
the gene, or have a front-end application that searches an
external database. As DAS and other general annotated
sequence resources evolve, GenePalette will be modified
to make use of them.
Future directions for GenePalette
As genome sequence data accumulate and annotations
mature, we plan to continue to develop the GenePalette
software as a feature-driven sequence manipulation and
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alignments, enhanced feature support, and augmented inter-
face connectivity. To broaden GenePalette’s feature visual-
ization capability, it would be extremely useful to be able to
perform local sequence alignments, interactively viewing
the positions of the aligned regions within the Graphical
View. This type of operation is useful for the localization of
features that do not match the DNA sequence perfectly, or
are too large to be usefully treated as a generic feature.
Local alignment support would also aid in the evaluation of
gene annotation, though gene prediction is not a major
purpose of the software. Several improvements in the way
GenePalette handles user-defined features are contemplated.
First, as new ways to depict and analyze transcription factor
binding specificities arise, we plan to incorporate these
conventions into the software. There are other types of
sequences currently treated as generic features that could
also benefit from having more specific definitions within the
GenePalette data structure. Primer pairs are easy to denote
as simple features, yet it would be useful to treat them as a
distinct entity, to convey information about base content and
product size. Restriction site representation would also be
improved by more a defined data specification, including
the position of the cut site and information about methyla-
tion site overlaps.
There are several developments on the horizon that
promise to change the way genomes are browsed. As
genome sequences accumulate, the need for uniform data
representation becomes critical. In GenBank, gene annota-
tion has been consistent from genome to genome, yet there
are many other annotation types that could benefit from
such consistency, including SNPs, repeats, microRNAs,
transposable elements, and tRNAs. The uniform annotation
of these features would allow programs like GenePalette to
deal with these elements in a way that fits both the nature of
the feature and the needs of end-users for incorporating this
information into their analysis.
A major benefit of fully sequenced genomes is the
great potential to explore evolutionarily conserved fea-
tures through comparative genomics. Although tools exist
to assess the conservation of TFBSs (Loots et al., 2002),
for example, these functions would be most useful in an
environment where the user can inspect the context of the
sequence element, and easily design experiments based on
the results. As a universal language for genome annotationand comparative analysis develops, we hope to bring these
fairly complex tasks to GenePalette while maintaining the
simplicity and user-friendliness of the interface.
For the present, however, we offer GenePalette as a
much-needed bridge between the genomes of a wide variety
of organisms and the essential reductionist studies by which
we will find out just how those genomes work.Acknowledgments
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